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Aviation Regiment (; Regt. 73
Dad. Vypusk) was a military

aviation regiment of the Soviet
Air Force (later converted into
a ground attack regiment of
the Russian Air Force). It was

based in Sviatogorsk,
Orenburg Oblast. It was

formerly based in Chemnitz,
Saxony and Regensburg,

Bavaria. First Formation The
regiment traces its history
back to the 74th Fighter

Aviation Division, which was
formed on 1 October 1944 in
Chemnitz, Saxony, Germany.

It was first activated in front of
Leningrad on 1 July 1946. The

division was equipped with
MiG-15bis, LaGG-3 and Yak-9.
The division was disbanded on

28 April 1953 in Prague,
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Czechoslovakia. Current
Formations In 2009 the 73rd

Aviation Regiment was
reformed as the 73rd Attack
Aviation Regiment. The new

regiment is based at the
Sviatogorsk airfield in

Orenburg Oblast. It is the first
regiment of the 72nd Air
Army. The regiment is

equipped with the Su-27 jet
aircraft. The regiment's

Colonel-Colonel is Maj. Gen.
Viktor Gaidyshev. Previous
designations 74th Fighter

Aviation Division 72nd Guards
Fighter Aviation Division 73rd
Fighter Aviation Division 73rd

Aviation Division 73rd Air
Assault Brigade Assignments
82nd Fighter Aviation Division
(1 October 1944–1 September
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1945) Eastern Front Air Army
(1 September 1945–28 April

1953) 72nd Air Assault
Brigade (1 July 1994–present)

Previous designations 74th
Fighter Aviation Division (1
October 1944–1 May 1945)

74th Fighter Aviation
Regiment (1 May 1945–28
April 1953) 72nd Guards

Fighter Aviation Division (1
May 1945–25 April 1953) 73
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